
University of Virginia Student Council 
Special Session  

Minutes for August 3, 2016 
The Special Session meeting was called to order at 8:35 PM 

Roll Call- Roll was taken. 

Brett: Alex can speak on the history of Student Council, thank you all for coming in-person, on 

the phone, and through Google Hangouts. Those present are: Emily Lodge, Alex, Allison, 

Brooke, Buzz, Brett, Charles, Emily, Erich, Jessica, Michael, Ty, Eddie, David, Katie, Annie, and 

Bryanna. We have established quorum, and have a couple others present as well. 

Greg: I’m part of Buildings and Grounds committee. 

Al: I’m in Legislative Affairs. 

Brett: I will turn it over to alex to start us off—looks like he is having microphone issues. 

Erich: This is a resolution prorated through a collaborative process to honor a UVA hero and 

other Wahoos that make us proud. Captain Khan and others are ones we can be supportive of 

and this bill demonstrates that. 

Buzz: I wanted to emphasize on the front end that the way we think about this is that it is a cool 

opportunity to affirm UVA’s commitment to service members. One of our proudest is in the 

national conversation right now. We did research on what has been done previously. Up until 

the Vietnam War, UVA alumni were recognized in the Rotunda on plaques. As reps, we want to 

tally the service members that may have lost their lives in combat, and unfortunately that’s more 

than Khan. This urges the university to keep track of service members and honor them like we 

should. 

Emily: I think you guys covered it, I talked with you guys during the process of writing and 

timing this to give deserved credit. I spoke to someone on the phone and a plaque will be put up 

for Captain Khan in the fall. Those graduating and entering the service will also be honored this 

way.  

Brett: Anyone have any questions/comments/concerns? Open up the floor. 

Annie: What is the timeline and cost for this process? 

Buzz: As Emily referenced with regard to the Iraq war and Captain Khan, the hope is to have a 

ceremony around Veterans Day. If I or StudCo have the opportunity, I would like to have more 

conversation around Veteran’s Day, as a service member myself. There is confusion about 

military holidays. This is for someone who gave their life in battle. For me currently serving, 

being thanked on Memorial Day is not something I would accept. Moving forward and cost, it is 

the start of a conversation with the university to open up a dialogue because it is not on their 

radar. The 3 of us that put this forward would be happy to engage further. 

Erich: Buzz covered it pretty well, there’s a lot in this process to make sure we are meeting 

requirements and have the names. The resolution will have the university start to look into it, 

and they need this push to get started.  
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Buzz: I want to commend Alex, he took the lead on this and reached out first. Despite his mute 

status to us, props to him for leading the charge.  

Clara: Not a question, just a concern. I ‘m hearing two separate needs: one is a need to honor 

veterans who have gone through UVA especially since Vietnam, and a separate need to 

commemorate Captain Khan specifically. Wondering if it would make sense to have two 

different resolutions for that? Having a resolution in Captain Khan’s name is putting a lot of 

attention for his deeds, especially in this political moment, on us at the university where it 

doesn’t necessarily need to be. 

Erich: It does bring spotlight, but I feel like it has already been on UVA for a while. Events like 

this are forgotten and it has been brought back into attention. Cville government and UVA are 

talking about it. It concerns UVA students, and Cville residents –his parents still live here. The 

attention is obvious, and as the student body, we should address it. 

Brett: I will reiterate, this is a completely apolitical resolution in nature, it is bipartisan and not a 

political resolution. Buzz, Erich, and Alex have worked tirelessly to make the language come 

across that way. 

Alex: We thought it was important to pass in light of recent events; we each have reasons for 

partaking. I could imagine my parents being talked about in the same way, they are first 

generation Americans and worked in the navy. This is bipartisan, and should pass because it 

matters that we recognize these grads. We need a plaque in the Rotunda for them. 

Buzz: One of the reasons it made sense for us to conjoin them is the journey through which we 

discovered the gap. It made sense to bring them together, and it would be a matter of public 

affairs. It is not our job to push an agenda but rather honor service members. 

Bryanna: I think it comes off as very political considering the context. If the priority is the 

plaque, I would be more inclined to support something in the fall semester rather than now, and 

focusing on everyone rather than an individual. The text is not political but the timing is. I would 

suggest discussing this in the fall semester and centering it more on the plaque and the 

commemoration. It would avoid a lot of fires and get to the same point. 

Buzz: That’s understandable and one of our concerns. We’re coming from different vantage 

points here, we wrestled with that and chose to keep it in. When the prominence of someone is 

thrust upon you, it doesn’t matter whether you are using a prior storyline to make a point. This is 

our opportunity to support this person, and it could look a lot of different ways. In our minds, this 

isn’t necessarily a political thing but rather supporting someone. For the reps, what would they 

see as an appropriate thing for StudCo to support vocally? It seems like anytime that StudCo 

would come forward to support an alumnus, it seems an inherently political statement. I would 

encourage us to make statements when it is relevant. 

Emily: I think that on Bryanna’s point, we know each other and where everyone comes form. 

We know what the intent was, but for someone that doesn’t know it is bipartisan, the public 

might view it differently. 
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Brett: If this passes, we will include all of that and a signing statement or before the resolution 

that will talk a little bit more about it. We can frame it in the correct light before anyone sees the 

resolution. If we vote to pass it, we will frame and market it correctly. 

Buzz: Amongst national leaders, there is pretty bipartisan support for Captain Khan. If people 

across a polarized political climate can support this UVA family member, we should also 

demonstrate support. 

Erich: With the whole national spotlight, there is attention on UVA students with service 

members, and the memory of Captain Khan. That’s an impetus to do something to support 

them. 

Allison: Maybe taking out the line about Captain Khan would make it completely about service 

member recognition since Vietnam. 

David: I think it is more political to take it out because everyone would know that’s why we’re 

doing it. We can reference the fact that we are aware of what’s going on the news. We don’t 

want to hide why we’re doing this, we looked into it because of this event. Keeping Khan out of it 

would be lying for one side. 

Bryanna: I don’t think it would be lying to separate the two things. One to recognize Khan’s 

service, and then something else that had the plaque on it. I would prefer to discuss this at a 

later date. If it’s about the individual, we can reach out to his family. For the plaque, we can talk 

about it with more people and do more research. 

Brett: For the plaque, we would still go through this same process and this is just a call to action 

initially. The authors started by just honoring Khan, but thought that would be political, so we 

added the plaque part as well.  

Emily: I was going to say, if we are going to separate the two, I would suggest that if there is a 

resolution on Khan. The ceremony with the plaque with only his name would be in November. If 

we wanted to something more general, I spoke about the Iraq war plaque, and having 

something for people after the Vietnam war is in the making, but didn’t get information on that 

today. 

Alex: It looks more political if we push it later, and that would look like a sluggish response. It 

might look worse not to say anything and stay silent on something affecting a UVA student. 

Motion to vote. Seconded. Passed 15:0:1. 

In Favor: David Birkenthal, Annie Miao, Katie Yung, Alex Cintron, Allison Snow, Buzz Becker, 

Charles Baker, Clara Carlson, Emily Dickie, Erich Reimer, Jessica Lukacs, Michael Horth, 

Brooke Dickie, Eddie Lin, Brett Curtis 

Not In Favor: none 

Abstain: Bryanna Miller 
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Erich: Thank you for this, it will mean a lot to UVA service members and the Khan family. 

Buzz: Appreciate the support, we will shepherd it home. 

Emily: Nice job getting everybody together! 

Brett: Look for an email in the next couple of days to get that hammered out. Sign up for the 

activities fair and rep marketing stuff. Thanks to Ty for that. 

The Special Session ended at 9:10 PM. 

 

 


